[Distinct vascular niches determine hematopoietic stem cell fate].
Identification of cellular constituents of the hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) niche has recently been the subject of intensive investigation. To investigate the spatial localization of the HSC niches in bone marrow, we have established a whole-mount immunofluorescence imaging technique in which the 3D spatial relationships between stromal structures and HSCs in the BM can be precisely determined. The imaging assessment combined with computational simulations has uncovered a significant association between HSCs and arterioles, ensheathed exclusively by rare Nestin(bright) NG2⁺ pericytes (Nes(peri) cells), distinct from sinusoid-associated Nestin(dim) Leptin receptor (LepR)⁺ (Nes(retic)) cells which reportedly represent peri-vascular niche cells. Depletion of NG2⁺ cells using NG2-creERTM / inducible diphtheria toxin receptor (iDTR) mice changed HSC localization away from arterioles, induced HSC cycling and reduced long-term repopulation of HSCs in BM, suggesting that periarteriolar NG2⁺ cells form quiescent niches for HSCs. These results form the basis of studies that will allow us to genetically dissect the functions of distinct vascular niches. This vascular niche model, in which arterioles and sinusoids differentially regulate HSC quiescence and proliferation, respectively, have implications for the behavior of healthy HSC and may be useful in the future for evaluating the niches for cancer (leukemic) stem cells.